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It is an honour to give this talk, and it was somewhat daring of you to invite 

me, since I am not a psychologist. I am, however, interested in psychology 

as a modern professional discipline and as an age-old aspect of govern-

ance in families and communities and societies – and, in another sense of 

the word, as an aspect of human nature. Let’s hope that the talk will be 

interesting enough to seem worthwhile to you. 
 

The phrase “nine-days wonder” in the title is a reference to Gandhi’s meta-

phorical remark in 1909 in Hind Swaraj that that was what modern Western 

civilization would turn out to have been. It seems to me sensible to apply the 

metaphor to an economy of billions of affluent people exhausting non-renew-

able natural resources (such as fossil fuels and ores), provided a suitable dura-

tion is attributed to the metaphorical ‘day’: it would evidently be more than 

a decade, but I think it will have been much less than a century.   



Gandhi saw that    
 

“To make India like England and America [would be] to find some other races 

and places of the earth for exploitation.”  
 

He said: 
 

“God forbid that India should ever take to industrialism after the manner of 

the West. The economic imperialism of a single tiny island kingdom is today 

[he said this in 1928] keeping the world in chains. If an entire nation of 300 

millions [such as India was, back then] took to similar economic exploitation, 

it would strip the world bare like locusts.” 
 

Is something like that beginning now to happen?  



A brilliant remark which John Maynard Keynes once made about “economic 

science” is enlightening also about psychology and sociology. He said:  
 

“Economics is a science of thinking in terms of models[,] joined to the art of 

choosing models which are relevant to the contemporary world. It is compelled 

to do this [i.e. to focus on contemporary problems] because[,] unlike the typical 

natural science, the material to which it is applied is, in too many respects, not 

homogeneous through time.”  
 

My talk will point out some aspects of how taking due account of history 

may help us discern some of what needs to be done now by way of main-

taining and improving mental health.   



I have referred to “psychology as a modern professional discipline”. I see 

this historical ‘modernity’ as going back to the second half of the 19th cen-

tury when industrial capitalism (going far beyond the earlier merely mercan-

tile capitalism of buying cheap, transporting, and then selling dear) began to 

shape Western societies. That is where I would (for the purposes of this talk) 

draw a line between ‘not yet modern’ and ‘modern’.  

 
Within this ‘modern’, we might distinguish some ‘more and more modern’ phases 

– and then the present-day one where your concerns as psychologists seeking to 

make yourselves useful to individuals and to society are focused.  

 

*    *    * 

 

 



Psychology as a secular academic discipline in Western culture was founded 

in the second half of the 19th century – in Germany by Wilhelm Wundt, and 

in the USA to a considerable extent by William James.   
 

Wundt’s “Lectures on Human and Animal Minds” (Vorlesungen über die Menschen- 

und Thierseele) were published in 1863, and his 438-page treatise on “Principles of 

Physiological Psychology” (Grundzüge der physiologischen Psychologie, 2 vols.) in 

1873-74. William James taught physiology at Harvard in 1873, and began in 1875 

to teach experimental psychology there, and in 1890 published a 1,393-page text-

book, The Principles of Psychology), and in 1892 Psychology (Briefer Course) (491 

pages; it was in this book that the phrase “stream of consciousness” first ap-

peared in print).  



(PERSONAL FOOTNOTE: One reason for my interest in this history is that one of my 

grandfathers earned a Ph.D. in psychology in the USA under a former student of 

Wundt and of William James, and then earned another such degree in Germany 

under Wundt, and then had a post-doc fellowship under William James.) 
 

William James’s renowned pragmatism allows for the value of non-scientific 

ways of dealing with psychological problems. He would advise scientific psy-

chologists to study why non-scientific ways function well (on the occasions 

when they do) rather than to ignore or dismiss them as unscientific. I think 

he was right. 
 

Not only psychology but also sociology as an academic discipline was 

founded in the second half of the 19th century – in effect by the publica-

tion in 1887 of a book by Ferdinand Tönnies entitled Gemeinschaft und 



Gesellschaft and discussing brilliantly a distinction between the concepts of 

traditional, “organic” Gemeinschaft (community) based on identity, trust, 

religion and loving mutual forbearance, and modern, legalistic Gesellschaft 

(society) with its industrialized economy based on money and hence on 

somewhat impersonalized social relations. 
 

Tönnies wasn’t naïve; while positing 100% ‘community’ and 100% ‘society’ 

as theoretical opposites, he acknowledged that most real examples of social 

association could be regarded as occupying an intermediate position in a 

theoretical spectrum between the extremes.  (At one end of the spectrum is 

the tiny ‘community’ of a husband and wife utterly loyal to each other; jurispru-

dence recognizes this by excusing husbands and wives from the social duty of 

testifying against each other in criminal lawsuits.) 

 



People in modern societies do experience certain kinds of psychological 

problems in addition to those experienced in traditional communities. 

(Like, for instance, “I am desperately short of money.”)  
 

 

Let me share with you some remarks apropos from a book published in 1958 

by a Gandhian social reformer and philosopher named Gora, to whom Gandhi 

had said in 1945, “Though there is a resemblance between your thought and 

practice and mine superficially, I must own that yours is far superior to mine”, 

and whom Vinoba Bhave in 1960 regarded as “a philosopher of the category 

of Acharya Shankara” (the book is entitled Why Grām-Rāj ; a fresh edition was 

published in 2000): 

 



“[A] family … is too small a [social] unit to provide for the growing needs of 

civilization. So[,] man develops social contacts with neighbors outside the con-

fines of his family. The rapid enlargement of social relation has been attended 

with a drawback. In order to manage bigger populations and wider interests, the 

institutions of governments and markets developed outside families. On account 

of their size and nature, governments and markets cannot maintain the [kind of ] 

personal relations that are possible within family limits. So[,] governments and 

markets deal with statute-books and statistical figures instead of living persons. 

They woefully miss the love, sympathy and affection found within families. The 

impersonal character of governments and markets allows them to be callous and 

cruel with impunity. War, jail and want can remain only where social relations are 

impersonal. 



     “Further, on account of the slackening of personal contact, greed can grow 

freely in relations between neighbors. Consequently, private property prevails 

outside the families whereas common property remains only within the families. 

The many benefits of wider social relations are tainted with the evils resulting 

from private property. Fraud and violence spread side by side with law and order. 

Electric bulbs and atom bombs, democratic elections and dictatorial pogroms are 

the mixed fruits of social relations outside families.  

     “Government and markets being wider and bigger than families, their power 

and influence are greater too…. Greed, callousness and cruelty, which are fo-

mented by private property relations, sometimes infilter into the families….”  
 

 

*    *    * 



A notable broadening of academic psychology and sociology took place with 

the publication in 1894 of a book on crowd psychology, La Psychologie des 

folles, written by a French philosopher, Gustav Le Bon.  Some of the text ap-

pears to have been plagiarized from the writing of an Italian criminologist, Scipio 

Sighele; but Le Bon was more often cited in follow-up studies.   
 

Sigmund Freud published in 1921 a book entitled Massenpsychologie und 

Ich-Analyse.  The English-language edition is entitled “Group Psychology and the 

Analysis of the Ego”. A section is entitled “Le Bon's Schilderung der Massenseele” 

(“Le Bon’s Description of the Group Mind”).  Freud said that Le Bon had written 

a “mit Recht beruhmt gewordenen [i.e. deservedly famous] Buch”.  
 

Freud regarded as metaphorically valid Le Bon’s equation between a hypno-

tized individual and an individual swept up in crowd-psychological enthusiasm.  



(FOOTNOTE: It was after Freud’s personal acquaintance for four months in 1885-86 

with the hypnotist and pioneering neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot, that he began 

to develop his psychoanalytical method with its empirically derived but anatomically 

dubious (to put it charitably) concepts of the “libido”, the “unconscious” (as distin-

guished from the “preconscious”, the contents of which are not repressed), the “id”, 

“ego and “ego ideal” (or “superego”), “ego-anticathexis” (which seems to me rather 

like swaraj), psychic “repression”, “transference”, etc.)  

 

Both Le Bon and Freud felt that modern politically powerful crowds can 

achieve no good, but can only have a destructive social effect. Freud said:  



A crowd is extraordinarily open to influence    
and [is] credulous;    

it has no critical faculty;    
the improbable does not exist for it.    

It thinks in images    
which call one another up by association    

([just] like [how] in individuals they    
arise    

under conditions of free fantasizing),    
and which never via the use of reason    

are checked    
for agreement with reality.    

The feelings of a crowd are always    
very simple and very exaggerated.    

 

   Die Masse ist außerordentlich beeinflußbar  

   und leichtgläubig,  

   sie ist kritiklos,  

   das Unwahrscheinliche existiert für sie nicht.  

   Sie denkt in Bildern,  

   die einander assoziativ hervorrufen,  

   wie sie sich beim Einzelnen  

   in Zuständen des freien Phantasierens  

   einstellen, 

   und die von keiner verständigen Instanz  

   an der Übereinstimmung mit der Wirklichkeit 

   gemessen werden.  

   Die Gefühle der Masse sind stets  

   sehr einfach und sehr überschwenglich.  

    



A crowd thus knows      
neither doubt nor uncertainty.    

It goes immediately to extremes;    
a suspicion, [once] mentioned,     

is changed by it      
instantly into incontrovertible certainty;   

a trace of antipathy    
becomes wild hatred.    

Inclined [as it is] itself to all extremes,    
a crowd can, also,    

be excited only by excessive stimulus.   
He who wishes to produce an effect upon it    

needs no logical assessment    
in his arguments; [instead,] he must    

paint in the strongest images, exaggerate,    
and repeat the same thing again and again.   

   Die Masse kennt also  

   weder Zweifel noch Ungewißheit.  

   Sie geht sofort zum Äußersten,  

   der ausgesprochene Verdacht  

   wandelt sich bei ihr  

   sogleich in unumstößliche Gewißheit,  

   ein Keim von Antipathie  

   wird zum wilden Haß. 

   Selbst zu allen Extremen geneigt,  

   wird die Masse auch  

   nur durch übermäßige Reize erregt. 

   Wer auf sie wirken will,  

   bedarf keiner logischen Abmessung  

   seiner Argumente, er muß  

   in den kräftigsten Bildern malen, übertreiben  

   und immer das Gleiche wiederholen.  



Since the crowd is    
in no doubt as to    

what constitutes truth or falsehood,    
and is thereby conscious of    

its great strength,    
it is just as intolerant as    

[it is] credulous vis à vis authority.    
It respects strength, and lets itself   

be only somewhat influenced    
by goodness, which, for it,    

signifies only a kind of weakness.    
What it demands of its heroes    

is stark [strength], even violence.    
It wants to be ruled and oppressed,    

and to fear its masters.    

   Da die Masse  

   betreffs des Wahren oder Falschen  

   nicht im Zweifel ist  

   und dabei das Bewußtsein  

   ihrer großen Kraft hat,  

   ist sie ebenso intolerant wie  

   autoritätsgläubig.  

   Sie respektiert die Kraft und läßt sich  

   von der Güte, die für sie  

   nur eine Art von Schwäche bedeutet,  

   nur mäßig beeinflussen.  

   Was sie von ihren Helden verlangt,  

   ist Stärke, selbst Gewalttätigkeit.  

   Sie will beherrscht und unterdrückt werden  

   und ihren Herrn fürchten. 



  

The Nazis studied assiduously Le Bon’s book as they forged in Germany 

their version of a crowd-psychological disease – fascism – a fresh epidemic 

of which is afflicting a lot of people nowadays in the USA under Mr Trump.   

 

In order to pinpoint succinctly the psychological nature of fascism and of 

one aspect of how to counter the disease, let me draw upon the concept 

of “imagined communities” which was introduced into sociology in 1983 

by Benedict Anderson in his book, Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 

Nationalism.  



‘Imagined communities’ are too big to be near the ‘community’ end of 

Tönnies’s theoretical spectrum. You cannot possibly know everyone in this 

or that merely imagined community that you feel you belong to: your na-

tion, your ethnic group, your more or less grand religion, your economic 

class, your fellow members of a gender or of a set of people with a certain 

kind of sexual orientation. The strength of your sense of identity with some 

imagined community that you feel you belong to will tend to depend on 

whether it is somehow under attack or seems to you likely to be attacked. 

If so, you rally to its defense against the “enemy in common” which you and 

your fellow members of the imagined community are facing together.  



Every brand of fascism is based on scapegoating some imagined community, 

whereas the nonviolence of satyagraha is based on identification with the 

great imagined community of humankind.  Many people regard this other  

way of identifying oneself as an antidote to fascism. And, Gandhi showed 

that it is possible for people in politically powerful crowds to achieve some-

thing good (independence from the Raj) – by exercising personal self-discip-

line and ahimsa. This was for him the deeper meaning of the term “swaraj”. 

He preached it as an ideal and he showed that the ideal can sometimes be 

realized to a notable extent. It seems clear to me that psychologists should 

commend the cultivation of swaraj to their sane clients as an inexpensive 

way of coping with various problems (including the psychological problem, 

which will be described later in this talk, of unhealthy anxieties).   



Let me point out, however, that people in good mental health do defend 

their communities from militarily aggressive outsiders (as well as from other 

kinds of threats), and that in the course of doing so, a mentally healthy per-

son is sometimes driven to kill a fellow human even though mental health 

includes a reluctance to do it.  
 

The two instincts are both naturally there: • not to kill (or even harm) a per-

son (and there is also an instinct not to kill animals, but that instinct is less 

strong; many mentally healthy hunters and carnivores have existed), and yet 

also • to kill (if need be) anyone who attacks your child, your family, your 

village…. 



ILLUSTRATIVE FOOTNOTE: Two years ago, an 80-year-old 

German friend of mine told me, as we were taking tea 

within sight of a certain famous bridge in Berlin (shown 

here in a postage-stamp depiction), that Russian sol-

diers had killed many dozens of teenage Germans in a 

decisive battle there toward the end of World War II. 

The youngsters’ corpses had made a growing heap on the bridge. Behind them were 

a few adult Nazi soldiers shooting in the back any youngsters who hesitated to climb 

up to the top of the heap and shoot at the Russians – who were, however, outgun-

ning them. (Russia was fighting Germany because Germany had invaded Russia.) But 

then a few days later, the Russian soldiers were acting like nice older brothers and 

uncles to the local German children. Some of the Russians would, for instance, set 

aside their guns and get down on all fours and offer the children rides like on a pony.  

 



Thus, soon after the Russians had dutifully killed the armed German teenagers ob-

structing their take-over of Berlin, those same soldiers spontaneously acted in a lov-

ing way toward the German children. My friend had, later on, heard about this from 

eye-witnesses who were friends of his. And he himself had, at about the same time 

in 1945, observed American soldiers behaving in the same kind of way in Leipzig 

(some 200 km southwest of Berlin), giving the children candy and so on. 
 

Later I will say more about this mutually contrary – and, in fact, mutually 

complementary – pair of instincts.  But let me meanwhile go on to mention 

some other 21st-century psychological phenomena (i.e. other than the re-

vival of fascism) which industrial capitalism has wrought and which I think 

are tending nowadays to disturb people’s mental health in one way and 

another:  



• Perplexing aspects of the latest mass media.  

• Radical changes in gender relations (in the more affluent social niches). 

• Realistically frightening prospects of nuclear war and of drastic decrease in 

the capacity of the Earth’s crust, water-bodies and atmosphere to provide, 

to humankind, natural services (such as serviceable weather) and natural 

goods (including nutritious, nonpoisonous substances to eat and drink, and 

oxygen sans poison to breathe) at an adequate per-capita rate. 

• In some places, cultural and economic disturbances due to unprecedent-

edly high rates of immigration (due in turn to some of the effects of climate 

change on farming, and to modern techniques of mass communication and 

long-distance travel).   

*    *    * 



The ever more modern electronic mass-communication techniques devised 

in the last hundred years – radio, then television, then the Web and the 

smart phones, and meanwhile digital editing – have been, and continue 

to be, sources not only of psychological pleasure but also of psychological-

adjustment issues. To some extent the problems are due to the fact that 

the more ingenious the techniques, the more readily they can be used 

as weaponry. As a politically savvy 83-year-old American I am aware that 

whereas USSR propaganda had often tried to make lies seem true, 21st-cen-

tury Kremlin-sponsored fake news is designed, not to persuade us Americans, 

but only to bewitch and bewilder us. One of Mr Putin’s spin doctors said 

recently that whereas “the Cold War had split global civilization into two 

alternative forms, each of which promised people a better future” (and the  



USSR provided a version of it which was culturally brutal and agriculturally 

inadequate: the USSR had to import too much food), the American alterna-

tive is now also failing to provide it (this is partly because a swelling tide of 

mere ‘gigs’ – enabled by digitization – is swamping many young adults’ career 

prospects):  “We are all ‘post-Soviet’ now”, he says.  
 

This latter condition – on top of various other current conditions – aggra-

vates the psychological problems of people who are inclined to anxiety (as 

most of us are, to some extent at least) and insufficiently stocked with hope. 

(Even a false hope can be psychologically sustaining for a while.)  
 

 

     *    *    * 
  



Gender relations is an aspect of 21st-century social life in regard to which 

a lot of young and middle-aged adults may have psychological problems. 

Middle-class adolescents are anyway likely to encounter such problems; 

and now the norms of sexual behaviour are changing altogether. Women 

used to tolerate a lot of less-than-satisfactory (to them) aspects of courtship, 

because (I suppose) it seemed the only way to fulfil their instinctual drive to 

motherhood and that drive was predominant in their minds. Most of them 

were hardly participating in civil society 100 years ago, they didn’t have a 

formal education suiting them to such a role, their duty was to produce lots 

of babies and do their best to see that some would survive to do likewise. 

But now a lot of women are in civil society and know that lots more babies 

is not the need of the hour. (There has in fact been an unprecedented human-  



population explosion in the last few centuries; it doubled from 1 to 2 billion 

between 1800 and 1925 and will soon have quadrupled from 2 to 8.) 

                  ↑                                                                                                                          ↑                                                ↑ 
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As a narrowly focused way of prizing womanhood became obsolete and it 

became more sensible for females (of the species) to be prized for ‘capaci-

ties’ (I trust you are familiar with this favourite term of Amartya Sen’s) the ful-

fillment of which calls for ample formal schooling (even at university level!) 

and for women going into novel – for them – parts of the labour market, 

an overall psychological effect would be, in a nutshell, more individualism 

among women.  But what kind of individualism?  It is a vital issue.   
 

*    *    * 

Here it is opportune (in my talk) to come back to the notion of competition 

and coöperation as equally basic, complementary aspects of human nature.  

This notion was eclipsed in the late 19th century by the ‘social-Darwinist’  

precept that it would be good for the wealth and power of “the strong” to  



increase while “the weak” become increasingly weaker (and are eventually 

extinguished altogether); but then, Charles Darwin’s own conception of 

a balance, in biological evolution, between competition and coöperation 

began to be revived a little more than 50 years ago by Lynn Margulis, who 

(as Wikipedia says) “transformed and fundamentally framed current under-

standing of the evolution of cells with nuclei …  by [insightfully] proposing 

it to have been the result of symbiotic mergers of bacteria”.  (This was ‘endo-

symbiosis’, i.e. happening within the body, in this case the bodies of large bacteria 

as small ones evolved into their nuclei. ‘Exosymbiosis’, such as between humans 

and domesticated plants and animals, is less intimate. The proof of endosymbiosis 

in the evolution of single-cell forms of life was developed in the 1970s and ’80s.)   
 

Symbiosis is, of course, a kind of coöperation.   
 

 

 



 

 

 

In Germany throughout the latter half of the 19th century, there had been 

some economics professors who disapproved of laissez faire (i.e. industrial 

capitalism with no governmental rules to curb any effects of the capitalists’ 

competitive greed).  (Germany’s political leader, Otto von Bismarck, took advice 

from the professors and established in the 1880s some welfare-state provisions 

– in 1883 health-care insurance with half of the costs paid by the labourers and 

half by the employers; accident-insurance in 1884; old-age pensions in 1889.)    
 

One such professor, Karl Knies, had published in 1853 a book on “Political 

Economy from the Standpoint of the Historical Method” (Die politische Öko-

nomie vom Standpunkt der geschichtlichen Methode), the point of which  



was the same as the one made later by Keynes which I have cited near 

the outset of this talk – i.e. that theoretical models of economies should 

not be presented as eternally valid, but ought instead to be based explicitly 

on current historical conditions.  Knies drew a psychological distinction 

between “self-love” (Selbstliebe) and egotistical “self-addiction” (Selbst-

sucht). He said that  
 
 

“human self-love 

entails, conceptually  

no contradiction against love toward the  

family, toward the neighbor[s],  

 toward the fatherland”, 

die Selbstliebe des Menschen  

enthält in ihrem Begriff  

keinen Widerspruch gegen die Liebe zur 

Familie, zum Nächsten,  

zum Vaterlande.   
 

but that  



 

 

“self-addiction [does] entail  

this [kind of] contradiction;  

it has a … negative element which 

cannot be blended with the love of anything 

that does not 

combine  

with the individual’s ego.”  

   

 

  Die Selbstsucht enthält  

  diesen Widerspruch,  

  sie hat ein ... negatives Element, das 

  unvereinbar ist mit der Liebe du Allem,  

  was nicht  

  mit dem Ich des Einzelnen  

  zusammenfällt.

 
(This was, of course, a pre-Jamesian and pre-Freudian use of the German term 

“das Ich” for which we use in English the Latin word “ego”.) 

 



 

“Self-addiction is       

self-love combined with     

indifference, disrespect      

[and] enmity    

against every other individual     

and against the community, [and a]     

 ready willingness to rob [from them]….     

Human self-love is instinctive,     

is normal, is decent….     

[whereas] self-addiction is only     

[an] oddity of character,     

is abnormal in human nature,     

has, in all peoples and in all eras,    

appeared as [an] indecent [thing].”    

  

  Die Selbstsucht ist  

  Selbstliebe, verbunden mit  

  Gleichgultigkeit, Rücksichtslosigkeit,  

  Feindschaft,  

  Bereitwilligkeit zum Raube  

  gegen jeden anderen Einzelnen  

  und gegen das Gemeinwesen....  

  Die Selbstliebe des Menschen ist Instinct,  

  ist das Normale, ist sittlich...;  

  die Selbstsucht ist nur  

  Charaktereigenthümlichkeit,  

  ist das Abnorme in der menschlichen Natur,  

  ist in allen Völkern und Zeiten  

  als unsittlich erschienen. 



This insight resonates with a finding, 

explained in a recent book by Samuel 

Bowles (an unorthodox economist) and 

Herbert Gintis (an expert in game theory), 

that Homo Sapiens is naturally inclined 

toward coöperation. And, one aspect of 

this modern line of thinking is relevant to 

gender studies: there is a feasible socio-

biological explanation of why men are 

evidently more adept than women at 

organized violence. (Please google “socio-

biology” if you haven’t heard of that field 

of study.)  The argument is along the fol-

lowing lines: 



During the many hundreds of thousands of years of human existence before 

the rise of agriculture more or less 10,000 years ago, the men, with their 

generally stronger arms (and running-strength in the legs) than most women 

had (and still have), would collaborate in hunting big game on the African 

savannahs; and, since the more coöperatively inclined groups in which the 

resulting hunks of occasional high-power nourishment were widely shared 

in the tribe would flourish, across generations, more than would the less 

coöperatively inclined groups, there was, in the long run of hundreds of 

thousands of years, an effect of genetically instilled tendency to coöperate.  

(Since humans do, like other kinds of animals, defend themselves against preda-

tors, our primitive forefathers, coöperative (like wolves) in predation for the sake 

of carnivorous nutrition, used their knack for intelligent coöperation in military 

undertakings, some of which were predatory against other human communities.)   



And there meanwhile emerged among women in such coöperatively inclined 

tribes – to the long-term advantage of their future generations – a tendency 

to coöperate in a gentler way, occasioned by the fact that babies take so 

much longer than the newborn offspring of other animal species to get be-

yond infancy: “It takes a village to raise a child.” Thus while men are more 

adept than women at teamwork in killing, women may be more adept at 

non-violent coöperation. Here are some poignant remarks apropos, written 

by a renowned Freudian, Erik Erikson, in the USA in the 1960s: 
  

“Lest their men discard and abandon them in the periodical pursuits of com-

petition, conquest, and war, women are apt to refrain from questioning these 

pursuits, which, again and again, lead to the disruption of the home and to the 

slaughter of sons. They pretend that they really believe in war and in man’s 

magnificent equipment, where actually they have merely learned to accept as 



inevitable a martial excitement which is essentially outside their comprehen-

sion. It may well be that war cannot be banned until women, for the sake of a 

worthwhile survival, dare to recognize and to support the as yet undeveloped 

power of unarmed resistance. But here women must first learn to understand 

their fear of being abandoned, and their unwillingness to question judiciously 

man’s cultivation of war for war’s sake.”  
 

(The year 1960, when these remarks were written, was about halfway back from 

now to the late 19th century when Bismarck was systematically applying General 

Carl von Clausewitz’s precept that war is a “mere continuation of politics with 

other means” (“eine bloße Fortsetzung der Politik mit anderen Mitteln”).)  
 

*    *    * 



Since Erikson was a Freudian, maybe I should mention that I don’t regard 

Freud’s would-be-scientific terminology as scientifically valid; it seems to 

me that the attempt to outline a scientific anatomy of “mind” (not the same 

thing as brain) with regard to all humans everywhere was bound to fail.  
 

(I think that one reason why psychoanalysis eventually lost favour in most of the 

medical profession was that the ratio of monetary cost to reliably curative effect 

was too high. The psychoanalysts got their money’s worth for the cost of having 

got themselves treated in this way, as it qualified them to charge high fees later 

on from their clients; but this entailed a challenge to the moral integrity of the 

profession in the form of a precept that having the clients pay stiff fees was psy-

chologically good for the clients.) 

  



(Another way to critique Freud’s theory would be by asking why the model of 

the nuclear family must consist of only two other personages besides the infant 

subject. Why not allow for other close kin? Freud evidently presumed that the 

psychological phenomena he himself experienced and/or encountered in his 

patients were characteristic, not just of people in Paris and Vienna in those days, 

but also of people everywhere forever.  And then in the USA, Harry Stack Sullivan, 

finding that some soldiers had gone crazy because they had never had a certain 

kind of psychologically normal developmental phase in their teens, posited that 

particular kind of personal developmental issue as the cause of “psychosis”, 

and Alfred Kinsey entitled his books Sexual Behavior of the Human Male and 

“…Female” although they really described findings reported exclusively by people 

in the USA in the mid-20th century. These were extrapolations. Who knows how 

much of ‘human nature’ is due to myriad cultural circumstances?)   

 



It does seem to me nonetheless – as it did to a renowned mid-20th-century 

American non-Freudian psychologist, B.F. Skinner – that Freud had valuable 

psychological insights. It was clever to see that analyzing an idle person’s 

stream-of-consciousness thoughts and images can yield clues as to his or her 

secret preoccupations, and it was insightful to distinguish clearly between a 

rational fear and a pathological degree of anxiety due to unfortunate experi-

ences during infancy or childhood. Here is some of Erikson’s discussion, in 

his book Childhood and Society (1950), of the issue of abiding anxieties: 
 

 

 



    “Every adult, whether he is a follower or a leader, a member of a mass or 

of an elite, was once a child. He was once small. A sense of smallness forms a 

substratum in his mind, ineradicably. His triumphs will be measured against this 

smallness, his defeats will substantiate it. The questions as to who is bigger and 

who can do or not do this or that, and to whom – these questions fill the adult's 

inner life far beyond the necessities and the desirabilities which he understands 

and for which he plans. 

  “Every society consists of men in the process of developing from children 

into parents… [and yet] infantile fear [inevitably] accompanies … [the human 

being] through life. This we, the psychoanalysts, are attempting to correct in 

individual cases; this we try to explain and to conceptualize, because there is no 

universal cure – only, maybe, an alleviation by gradual insight – for the fact that 

each generation must develop out of its childhood.” 
 



(In the search for non-psychoanalytical ways of individuals coping with 

anxiety, I would commend (as I believe William James would) a pragmatic 

approach. Whereas pharmaceuticals should – as the current opiate epid-

emic in the USA has demonstrated – be used cautiously, if someone finds 

that, for instance, such measures as doing breathing exercises, chanting 

“Oom, Shanti!” and whispering “Swaraj” are empirically helpful, then (s)he 

should be encouraged to make good use of those inexpensive methods.) 
 

Erikson said that all of us  
 

“must learn to differentiate between fears and anxieties. Fears are states of 

apprehension which focus on isolated and recognizable dangers so that they 

may be judiciously appraised and realistically countered. Anxieties are diffuse 

states of tension (caused by a loss of mutual regulation and a consequent upset  



in libidinal and aggressive controls) which magnify and even cause the illusion of 

an outer danger, without pointing to appropriate avenues of defense or mas-

tery. These two forms of apprehension obviously often occur together, and we  

can insist on a strict separation only for the sake of the present argument. If, in 

an economic depression, a man is afraid that he may lose his money, his fear 

may be justified. But if the idea of having to live on an income only ten times, 

instead of twenty-five times, as large as that of his average fellow-citizen causes 

him to lose his nerve and to commit suicide, then we must consult our clinical 

formulas…. For it is not the fear of a danger (which we might be well able to 

meet with judicious action), but the fear of the associated state of aimless an-

xiety which drives us into irrational action, irrational flight – or, indeed, irrational 

denial of danger. When threatened with such anxiety, we either magnify a dan-

ger which we have no reason to fear excessively, or we ignore a danger which 

we have every reason to fear….”  

 



A great professor (I.A. Richards) from whom I had (in 1955) the privilege of 

taking a college course told us that Winston Churchill had defined wisdom as 

“knowing what is truly to be feared”. I would add that if what is truly to be 

feared is something daunting, then courage is needed to address it properly; 

and maybe the more daunting, the more courage.  I think we may – for a 

very simple reason – require even more courage to cope with  
 

• the unprecedentedly swift decrease in the capacity of the Earth to provide 
natural goods and services at an adequate per-capita rate   
 

than to cope with  
 

• cultural and socio-economic disturbances due to unprecedentedly high 
rates of human migration (due to a considerable extent to how climate 
change is damaging agriculture in the warmer zones of the Earth’s surface). 



The very simple reason is that people can negotiate solutions to cultural 

and socio-economic problems, but ‘Mother Nature’ doesn’t negotiate. 

(And, religious propitiation has no effect on ‘her’.  ‘She’ has no will.)   
 

And yet I would like to find a modicum of hope in the psychological fact 

that people do tend to coöperate and collaborate when they sense a big 

danger to them all.  (I mentioned this fact when describing ‘imagined communi-

ties’.  It is important in national politics. Class conflict among the citizens is toned 

down when the nation is attacked, and on other occasions they may, alas, let them-

selves be swept into ‘wag-the-dog’ wars.)   I hope that Humankind will pull to-

gether before the rate of catastrophes due to degradation of the ‘natural 

environment’ (i.e. the parts of Nature here on the planet where human will 

is inoperative) becomes so severe as to obliterate civilization.  



Let me mention here a statement which General Douglas MacArthur – 

under whose regional military command Hiroshima and Nagasaki were 

bombed in 1945 – made when Gandhi died in 1948. MacArthur said that 

Gandhi (he meant Gandhi’s basic political precepts of nonviolence and co-

öperation) must play a vital role “in the [future] evolution of civilization, 

if it is to survive”.    

 

And please let me also – before concluding this rather complicated talk with 

a short summary of the main ideas – add four more ‘Gandhian’ points:  

 

 



• One very great ancient and current civilization is that of China – which has, 

however, in salient cultural contrast to the USA, never been a “land of the 

free”. In traditional Chinese culture, there is a tendency for one’s duties to be 

rated as distinctly more important than one’s freedoms. (It is too often the 

other way around in the USA. For instance, the US citizens calling for government-

subsidized health-care insurance never say that they will, in order to help pre-

serve the government’s capacity to finance such a programme, stop smoking 

cigarettes, reduce their Body-Mass Index ratios from, say, more than 40 (‘high-risk 

obesity’) to a little less than 30 (mere ‘overweight’), etc.)   I think there is some 

reason to fear that future civilization, in order to cope with the problems of 

environmental degradation, may evolve much too far in an authoritarian 

direction, i.e. with human rights respected maybe far too little.  



(I recall apropos some lines from a famous poem published 100 years ago by 

William Butler Yeats and entitled “The Second Coming”:   “...Surely some 

revelation is at hand...  / ...And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,  

/  Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?”  I think we should try for a better 

avatar than that.  And here again I think of dear old Gandhi.  He insisted, in 

various contexts, on the practical value of performing the moral correspond-

ing duty vis à vis this or that right which has been established or is being 

claimed. He would say, for instance, that a political manifesto claiming some 

particular right “is incomplete without emphasizing the necessity of perform-

ance of [the corresponding] duty and showing what that duty is.” I think psy-

chologists should commend, to their sane clients, Gandhi’s notion that a right 

can best be won by showing that you are willing to perform the ‘correspond-

ing duties’, and that a freedom becomes vitiated if people don’t perform them.  



• The Dean of the Gandhi Research Foundation (in Jalgaon), John Chelladurai, 

conducts workshops on “the art of conducting conflict creatively” (the topic 

of his 1995 PhD thesis). He says that conflict is indispensable to life; that with 

insight one can discern, in a given group of people at any one time, not only 

some overt conflict but also some “latent conflict” (i.e. it’s happening but has-

n’t been tagged as such), and some “potential conflict” too (i.e. there is some 

basis for it but it hasn’t become a cause even of latent conflict); that whereas 

the overt kind is in some cases socially “disfunctional” (troublesome and not 

yielding a good outcome), it is in other cases socially “functional”, yielding an 

outcome well worth the trouble; that there is always a relationship between 

the parties (no conflict can take place without some kind of relationship; and 

that to improve the conflict involves improving the quality of the relationship. 

It seems to me that Gandhian psychologizing along such lines is more valu-

able to society than most of the business-school kind. 



FOOTNOTE: Dr Chelladurai says that a cat aggressively killing a mouse is not an ex-

ample of violence, because that is inescapably in the cat's specific nature as a crea-

ture in need of nutrition. He likewise says that a mother dog defensively biting an 

intruder who seems to her a threat to her pups is not demonstrating violence – nor a 

human behaving similarly to stave off an immediate threat to his or her child, home 

or village. Dr Chelladurai thus uses the word “violence” as a term for systematically 

premeditated uses of what I would call violence in a broader sense of the word. 

His concept of violence reminds me of Otto von Bismark's systematic application, in 

the second half of the 19th century, of General Carl von Clausewitz's precepts that 

even though war is always violent (“ein Akt der Gewalt”), it is “a mere continuation 

of politics with other means” (“eine bloße Fortsetzung der Politik mit anderen Mit-

teln”). Bismark achieved the national political unification of Germany under the rule 

of the Prussian Kaiser (i.e. head of state; the term is derived etymologically from 

“Caesar”). Prussia won those three wars because it had not only a strong military  



culture going back to the reign of King Frederick the Great (d.1786; Clausewitz 

admired especially the ways in which Frederick had quickly and skillfully moved his 

troops to the right place at the right time), but also because Germany had, in the 

second half of the 19th century, a relatively well developed railway system enabling 

lots of troops to be brought more quickly than by forced march to a potential or 

actual battlefield. (Napoleon in the politically crucial Battle of Waterloo (1815) had 

waited until midday to attack, in order to let the waterlogged ground dry after the 

previous night’s rainstorm, and this delay gave tens of thousands of Prussian troops 

(allied with the British) time to reach the battlefield by forced march along tortuously 

muddy paths and thus turn the tide of the fighting in the late afternoon. The Prussian 

general was later quoted as having urged his troops on by shouting (in German), 

“Forwards! I hear you say it's impossible, but it has to be done! I have given my 

promise to Wellington, and you surely don't want me to break it? Push yourselves, 

my children, and we'll have victory!” It was a notable example of coöperation.)  



I have a reason for bringing up the issue of innovations in military technology in 

the wake of the mid-19th-century emergence of industrial capitalism; my reason is 

that in due time it became impossible, because of an ever faster rate of such novel 

changes, to predict how the next war would play out; and so, deliberate war (which 

Dr Chelladurai regards as unquestionably violent) has become nowadays a notori-

ously unreliable kind of “Fortsetzung der Politik mit anderen Mitteln”. This is, in a 

nutshell, why General MacArthur considered a Gandhian mentality “vital” (as men-

tioned above) to the survival of civilization.  



• An outstanding Indian psychoanalytical theorist, Sudhir Kakar, attributes 

to the “unconscious” not only such repressed worries as Freudian therapy for 

neurosis undertakes to bring to light, but also a Gandhian “inner voice from 

the unconscious depths” prompting individuals to love their antagonists and 

compromise and coöperate in finding nonviolent solutions to conflicts. This 

‘atman’ is, I think, at issue in the notion of humans as a coöperative species 

with language and love as well as hunting-pack instincts; and I think it could 

be properly described, in a neo-Freudian way, as due to our having, as indi-

viduals, a latent recollection of our mothers ‘nonviolence of the strong’ 

in dealing with us not only during parts of our childhood which the ego can 

recall (i.e. in the stream of consciousness) but also during early infancy beyond 

the reach of conscious recall. This idea is fleshed out in Appendix 1 below. 



 

• Gandhi was a journalist and there was an attractively conversational quality 

to his publications. I think it is an important role of the media to impart to 

society the benefits of friendly give-and-take conversation in communities. 

Gandhi did not, in my humble opinion, quite achieve this, because he re-

tained a basically authoritarian editorial control under which he would always 

have the last word. However, today in Germany (which had suffered so catas-

trophically from hateful authoritarianism under Hitler) a great newspaper is 

using 21st-century media techniques to conduct a big experiment (not as big 

as Facebook, but better because the underlying motivation isn’t greed like it 

is at that giant American enterprise) in open-minded political dialogue. To 

explain the details here in my talk would make it too long. Further informa-

tion about it is in Appendix 2 below.  



Here is a recap of some of the main ideas in this talk: 
 

I said that useful psychology is always psychology of people under certain 

economic and cultural conditions; that modern such conditions are due in 

large part to the emergence of industrial capitalism in the latter decades of 

the 19th century; that the Western academic secular studies of psychology 

and of sociology were founded back then; and that the topics of those studies 

included ‘crowd psychology’ in ‘society’, and also differences between ‘soci-

ety’ and ‘community’.  
 

I said fascism is a recurring modern Western pathological crowd-psychology 

phenomenon which involves scapegoating one or more ‘imagined communi-

ties’ – whereas the ‘Gandhian’ imagined community is that of humankind.  



I spoke also of some “perplexing aspects” of the latest mass media (but I see 

as well a hopeful possibility of people using those media to spread the notion 

of humankind as an extremely important imagined community). I spoke of 

big changes in gender relations (which I said are due to underlying changes 

in education and in worldwide human-population density). I mentioned the 

fearsome prospect of nuclear war and I outlined a sociobiological argument 

to the effect that women in civil society can help us avoid going to war. I said 

that cultural and economic disturbances due to unprecedentedly high rates of 

human migration can be mitigated by means of dialogue and negotiation, but 

that Nature (i.e. the parts of reality where human will is not operative) has no 

Will and so cannot negotiate a mitigation of the natural catastrophes in store 

for humankind because of its past behavior.  



I touted Gandhi’s notion that for every legal or otherwise theoretical right, 

there is a ‘corresponding duty’ which has to be performed in order to main-

tain the on-the-ground value of the right. I suggested that to take this notion 

seriously is conducive to mental health and might help society find a feasible 

middle ground between authoritarianism and stupid libertarianism.  

I praised a neo-psychoanalytical theory according to which the Gandhian 

‘atman’ is derived from experiencing, during infancy and childhood, parental 

‘nonviolence of the strong’. I praised also a Gandhian approach to “creative” 

nonviolent human conflict achieved by cultivating good qualities in the rela-

tionships between the parties; a German newspaper’s recent project along 

these lines is described below in Appendix 2. 
 

Thank you for your attention.  

 



APPENDIX 1 
 

My talk implied, at one point, that Freud's theory might be improved upon by 

asking why the model of the nuclear family must consist of only two personages 

(mother and father) besides the infant subject. Here I would like, on the other 

hand, to suggest that the mother as well as the father may be a vital source, 

dating back to early infancy, of the individual's ego-ideal (the superego).   
 

It is known that intelligence improves during childhood; there might thus, I sup-

pose, be such a thing as ‘latent’ recollection of such an early part of infancy that 

the ego, the agent of the stream of consciousness, was not yet up to establishing 

an articulate memory of it; and this might, I suppose, be tagged in neo-Freudian 

terms as an unconscious and yet benign part of the superego. Since the part of 

the superego which I am here speculatively hypothesizing would be due primarily  



to the mother, an oedipus complex would not associated with it. I am here posit-

ing that to choose a course of action on the basis of your own (reasonably accur-

ate, let's hope) perceptions is a function of the ego, whereas to choose it on the 

basis of trust that a mentor would have done so is a function of the superego. 
  

(SAD FOOTNOTE: I think Gandhi is a superego figure in India, as certain Hindus have 

not only disagreed with but also hated and, indeed, assassinated him – apparently 

‘acting out’ murderously an unresolved oedipus complex.)  
 

(AMUSING FOOTNOTE: In the USA we do happen to have, by the way, an iconic cul-

tural figure of the mother who overdoes her benignly intended hovering with, for 

instance, ever-ready chicken soup for maintaining or restoring health. Such a figure 

was prominent in a popular American TV sitcom series in the 1970s, entitled “All 

in the Family”. At the end of one of its episodes a (male) character comes home at  



night alone in a drunken stupor, stumbles into the kitchen, and falls asleep slumped 

over with his head immersed inadvertently in a big pot of his wife's chicken soup. As 

the camera fades out, his imminent drowning is implicit. The actor had (if I recall cor-

rectly) given notice that he would take up another job; the script provided a poignant 

and hilarious way of dispensing with the character.) 

 

(BEMUSING FOOTNOTE: According to an article published recently in the Journal of 

Social and Personal Relationships, marriage or quasi-marriage partners who showed 

signs of relationship anxiety before the birth of their first child were more likely to 

be jealous of the child after it was born. The lead author of the study, Anna Olsavsky, 

is cited (in a Press Trust of India article) as saying, “You might think, who could be 

jealous of a baby? But if you already have fears of rejection, it may be scary to see 

how much attention your partner showers on your new child.”) 



Freud's own theoretical precepts evolved a lot, and the theories advanced by his 

colleagues and followers continued to evolve in various ways. Let me, since this is 

the 21st century when gender roles are changing a great deal, describe some of 

how three psychoanalysts who were female of the species have introduced ideas 

relevant to the theme of this appendix. (Being male of the species myself, I can do 

this without being accused of a selfish ideological agenda.)    
 

(1) Ruth Brunswick M.D. (1897-1946), a brilliant American psychoanalyst. A good 

account of her is at www.encyclopedia.com/psychology/dictionaries-thesauruses-

pictures-and-press-releases/brunswick-ruth-mack-1897-1946. Freud’s regard for 

her was so high that his daughter Anna Freud was jealous. She used in 1929 the 

term “pre-oedipal”, which he subsequently adopted. (The latter part of her life 

was tragic. Her own psychoanalysis was handled by Freud; he mismanaged it, 

and she eventually became addicted to opiates.)  



(2) Melanie Klein (1882-1960). She practiced in London after studying in Budapest 

with Sándor Ferenczi (an innovative colleague of Freud's) and in Berlin with Karl 

Abraham (whom Freud called his own “best pupil”). She developed, for children, 

a ‘play-technique’ analogous to the ‘free association’ talk-technique  employed in 

adult psychoanalysis. She theorized that pre-verbal existential anxiety in infancy 

results in an unconscious psychological splitting of the world into ‘good’ and 

‘bad’; that how the split is resolved depends upon the character of the psycho-

logical as well as physical nurturing which the child experiences (and upon some 

inherent characteristics of the child); that the quality of the resolution is a de-

termining factor re: the kinds of distress which (s)he experiences or does not 

experience later on; and that the mother's affective attachment to and bond with 

her baby can be psychologically more important than the physical nourishment. 

Klein reached this latter conclusion on the basis of observing her own three child-

ren and the babies of other mothers whom she knew. Her writings describe how  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Play_therapy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_association_(psychology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Existentialism


infants show interest in the mother's face and in the touch of her hands, and the 

infant's apparent pleasure in touching the mother's breast. Klein said that this 

affective relationship emerges soon after birth and that merely two-month-old 

infants show an apparent interest in the mother that goes beyond feeding. Klein 

eventually went so far as to suggest that superego was present from birth. It 

seems to me, however, that the ego and superego develop gradually during in-

fancy and afterwards, whereas the id (i.e. the basic drives for nourishment and 

comfort) is present from the outset. The words of a French folksong (sung to 

almost exactly the same tune as “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”) are as follows:  
 

                   “Ah, I will tell you, Mama,  “Ah, vous dirai-je, Maman,  
               what is causing my torment:  Ce qui cause mon torment.  
           Papa wants me to [use] reason  Papa veut que je raisonne  
           like a big person [i.e. an adult],  Comme une grande personne.  
          [but as for] me, I say that candy  Moi, je dis que les bonbons  
                is worth more than reason.”  Valent mieux que la raison.” 
 



(3) Margaret Mahler (1897-1985). She was born in Hungary; Ferenczi aroused her 

interest in psychology; she earned in 1922 an M.D. degree in pediatrics, settled in 

Vienna, began training in 1926 to become a psychoanalyst, was certified as such 

in 1933, and in 1938 left Nazi Austria and settled in New York where she spent 

much of her illustrious career working with emotionally impaired children. She 

believed, on the basis of direct and systematic infant-and-mother observations 

rather than on childhood memories reported by adult analysands, that infants in 

their first few months are so “symbiotic” with their mothers as to be unaware of 

their surroundings and of other people, i.e. sensing themselves as one with their 

mothers and not even yet having a notion of “object-constancy” (Jean Piaget 

would call it “object permanence”) for the mother, but supposing instead that 

the mother upon disappearing ceases to exist; that there is then a psychological 

“hatching” – a “separation-individuation” phase – as the infant begins to distin-

guish him- or herself from the mother and thus begins to develop an individual 



identity and ego, cognitive skills and, gradually, an ability to communicate with 

others; and that children blessed with positive internal images of their mothers 

continue, throughout adulthood, to derive psychological support from them. 
 

Here are two male psychoanalysts some of whose ideas are relevant to the topic 

of this appendix:   
 

(1) Otto Rank, the author of Das Trauma der Geburt und seine Bedeutung für die 

Psychoanalyse (1924). Because of the ideas set out in this book, the Vienna Psy-

choanalytic Society terminated his membership. He argued that the transition 

from the womb to the outside world causes, in the infant, great anxiety which 

may persist into adulthood as anxiety neurosis. This hypothesis reminds me of 

a sweet joke based in the Aristotelian precept that while the baby's body comes 

from the mother, its soul comes from the father: Three friends are boasting of 

their earliest alleged memories. One says, “I remember being born.” Another 



says, “I remember being in my mother’s womb.” The last one says, “I remember 

going to a picnic with my father and coming home with my mother.” 
 

(2) John Bowlby, a delightful writer in English (he was British and worked in Lon-

don) and the author of books entitled “Attachment”, “Separation” and “Loss”.  

(His other writings include a re-analysis of Freud's "Little Hans" case which was 

central to clinical application of the oedipus-complex theory. Bowlby's reassess-

ment of Little Hans's problem takes account of real threats which were there of 

Hans being separated from his mother. "Hans" is thought to have grown up to be 

Rudolph Bing, an illustrious manager of opera theatres. If so, then his case is an 

example of notably successful Freudian therapy.) An old friend of mine (since 

1955) who is an expert psychiatrist has suggested to me that some of Bowlby’s 

theories may come closest to my notion that an altruistic, pro-social version of 

superego devolves primarily from the mother. (This is not what Freud taught. 



He attributed superego entirely to healthy resolution of the infant boy's oedipus 

complex – and was therefore challenged about being unable to explain the evid-

ent fact that a female can have a conscience.)  
 

I am tempted to cite a precept which Gandhi took from Anna Kingsford and Ed-

ward Maitland: “In order to be made in the image of God, the individual must be 

spiritually both man and woman.” 
 

 

 

Although I am not a professional psychologist but just a layman trying to give a 

worthwhile guest lecture, I would like to offer a further bit of speculation based 

on the  idea that what Freudians call the ego-ideal or superego may come from 

the mother first of all (and then also from the father and other parental figures). 

This further speculation is derived from the following paradox: 



On the one hand, a Viennese-trained psychoanalyst whom I met in the mid-1950s 

in a suburb of New York City said that some young Negro men whom she had ob-

served had “no superego”, so devoid were they of concern about the harm their 

behavior might inflict on other people. (Those men were presumably in New York 

or its environs, and presumably didn’t go to church.)  But on the other hand, I 

would presume that practically every Negro who, in the South, sang “We Shall 

Overcome...” (meaning: 'we shall overcome and mend the hatred in other peo-

ple's hearts', not 'we shall defeat and destroy those people') had an ego-ideal in 

Martin Luther King Jr. and an effective superego. What had been its original basis 

in those individuals in the South? I would suggest: not only the vibrant spiritualty 

of Negro churches in the South but also the traditional strength of maternalist 

family structure in Negro society (due originally in large part to the fact that the 

slave-owners of yore could, at will, sell off willy-nilly this or that parent of slave's  



child to a new owner) – and I am willing to speculate that teeny-bopper unmar-

ried Negro mothers in mid-20th-century New York were, broadly speaking, less 

effective at 'mothering' their babies Margaret-Mahler-wise than were the con-

temporary Negro mothers in the rural South, whereas there was a tendency for 

the young biological fathers in Harlem to be less present to their infant sons than 

they ought to have been – and hence the effect noted by the psychologist from 

Vienna. So, again the mother as well as the father as joint sources of an adequate 

superego is hinted at. You would agree, of course, that the “heart” which is re-

ferred to in the lines, “Deep in my heart / I do believe”, in “We Shall Overcome” 

can readily be equated with the Hindu atman. (The Hindi word is derived etymo-

logically, like “atmosphere”, from an ancient word meaning “to breathe”. When 

the body no longer breathes, the soul has departed.)  



APPENDIX 2 
 

When it comes to scaling up from small to big social associations, a notable 

effort to cultivate free and friendly exchange of political opinions has been 

developed in the last three years by a first-rate German newspaper, Die Zeit 

(“The Times”) with auxiliary help from the president of the republic. It in-

volves an elaborate collaboration with some of the newspaper's readers. 

It was implemented on a small scale in Berlin in 2017, and then, with formal 

public support from the president, on a nationwide scale in 2018, and then 

last year (2019) on an international EU scale. The following account is of the 

main aspects of the programme in 2018 (the translations are mine):  
 

The overarching title was “ ‘Germany speaks’: [A] Festival of Opinion-Diversity”. 

A succint description of the basic activity in the programme was as follows: 

 



 

The man shown wearing a necktie in the following photo is the president of 

Germany. The accompanying text was: “Germany has spoken. More than 8000 

people have taken up a challenge: to speak with one another. This activity was  



complemented by a [big public] presentation in Berlin.” (“Deutschland hat 

gesprochen: Mehr als 8.000 Menschen haben sich zu einem Wagnis getroffen: 

miteinander reden. Begleitet wurde die Aktion von einer Veranstaltung in Berlin.”) 



The image shown here is derived 

from a video put online by Die Zeit, 

in which about a hundred selfies of 

the discussion partners from various 

places in Germany popped up, one 

after the other, in front of a map of 

the nation. Beneath each selfie was 

stated (a) how many political issues 

each pair of partners had agreed to 

disagree about and (b) which city or 

town or village they were in. (The 

sizes of the orange spots indicate 

how many participants there were 

in this or that city, town or village.)  



Each of the 8000 participants in the experiment sent a brief statement to Die 

Zeit, reporting how they felt about the conversations. Here are a few samples:  

• "At certain points I had to suck in [my breath]. A crass experience." (»Bei eini-

gen Punkten musste ich schlucken. Eine krasse Erfahrung.«)   • "Perhaps the 

beginning of a wonderful friendship." (»Vielleicht der Auftakt zu einer wunder-

baren Freundschaft.«)   • "I believe that the real root of the political dissent 

between the two of us is to [be] found [i.e. can now be found]." (»Ich glaube, 

dass die eigentliche Wurzel des politischen Dissens zwischen uns beiden zu 

finden ist.«) • "It was really fun and I was invited to tea." (»Es hat richtig Spaß 

gemacht und ich wurde auf einen Kaffee eingeladen«)   • "[It is] stinging that 

entirely normal, nice, not-uneducated people are in the AfD [a certain political 

party]." (»Beängstigend, dass ganz normale, nette, nicht ungebildete Leute in 

der AfD sind.«)   • "I believe that my opponent sympathized with the AfD but 

didn‘t want to admit it." (»Ich glaube, dass mein Gegenüber mit der AfD sym-



pathisiert, es aber nicht offen zugibt.«)   • "With that pathological conspiracy-

theorist no discussion was possible." (»Mit dem pathologischen Verschwörungs-

theoretiker war kein Gespräch möglich.«)  • "We were, for three hours, not silent 

for [even] one moment." (»Wir haben in drei Stunden keine Minute geschwie-

gen.«)   • "Discussions with religious people are possible and sensible within nar-

row [topical] boundaries only." (»Diskussionen mit religiösen Menschen sind nur 

in engen Grenzen möglich und sinnvoll.«)   • "We will meet again regularly and 

are considering whether we could establish a discussion-circle." (»Wir werden 

uns regelmäßig wiedertreffen und überlegen, ob wir Gesprächskreise bilden 

können.«)   • "[It is] calming to experience that even very contrary opinions can 

be discussed [in a] very civilized [way] and without hysteria." (»Beruhigend zu 

erfahren, dass auch sehr konträre Meinungen ganz zivilisiert und ohne Hysterie 

diskutiert werden können.«)  

 



Here are some excerpts from a follow-up report in a subsequent edition in 

2018 of Die Zeit: "Was passiert, wenn die Filterblase platzt? Zehn Gesprächs-

paare von „Deutschland spricht“ sagen, worüber sie streiten – und worin sie 

sich einig sind."  (“ What happens when the filter breaks down? Ten discussion-

pairs from ‘Germany Speaks’ say what they [had] argued about – and what 

they [had] agreed about.”)   And here are photos of three of those ten pairs: 
 

 





 

 



Thousands of readers who had not had the opportunity to participate in such a 

face-to-face chat arranged by Die Zeit sent to the newspaper their comments 

about the project, appreciating it, suggesting how to improve it, etc. One reader 

formulated exactly (IMHO) an underlying Gandhian point: »Miteinander reden 

und ausreden lassen ist besser als jede Gewalt«. (“Speaking with one another 

and letting [ourselves] discuss [issues with one another] is better than every 

[kind of] violence.”)   

*    *    * 
 

In 2012 I ventured to say, in an essay about Harvard-University economics pro-

fessor Stephen Marglin’s brilliant book, The Dismal Science: How Thinking Like 

an Economist Undermines Community, that “As communities become less 

important (on the whole), 21st-century technology [I meant the Web and the 

smart phones] is abetting new associative webs. They are springing up all over.  

 



They are undoubtedly less compelling than established communities, but they 

are what we will have (we members of humankind) to press ourselves and our 

governments into addressing adequately the problems of ecological degrada-

tion.” Marglin, who had kindly vetted the essay for precision as to what it said 

about his work, told me: “Perhaps you are right, that our best hope for the 

21st century is a dense enough web of associations, and that such a web might 

give us some of what community did in the past. I guess I’m not as optimistic as 

you about the possibilities for substituting a web of associations for communi-

ty, but time will tell.”  


